Introduction
When we do our everyday fluid handling in the laboratory such as filling, emptying, metering and cleaning, we often don't realize that we use a set of everyday forces that are 'always there' because they just go without saying. These forces are gravity, suction and the capillary force, for the application of which we need no sophisticated equipment. Apart from their use for fluid handling they were therefore also the first forces to be used for liquid propulsion in separation and analysis systems in the 19th and 20th century laboratory, e.g., the capillary force in thin layer chromatography or in test strips (from pH paper to clinical test strips) and gravity in liquid chromatography. To these everyday forces for fluid handling we could also add the centrifugal force (e.g., in hand-operated bench top centrifuges) and evaporation.
The ready availability of these everyday forces makes them particularly suited for fluid handling and propulsion in diagnostics and point-of-care (POC) devices. When such systems are miniaturized, the capillary force scales the best because it is exerted at the contact perimeter of liquid and channel wall, and the perimeter becomes larger relative to the channel cross-sectional area on downscaling. The capillarity-induced pressure, which is the capillary force per unit channel area, is therefore inversely proportional to the characteristic channel dimension as shown in Table 1 . Classically, paper, fabric, membranes or mesh is used for capillary propulsion and flow control, for example in glucose strips. 1 Precise flow control and metering however can be problematic in such devices and the past few years have therefore seen a surge in interest in microfluidic POC devices employing capillarity. Also outside the area of POC devices the interest in the use of capillarity in LOC devices has recently increased. This Focus article attempts to give an overview of this developing field, and will show that there is still a lot of potential in the capillary phenomena described in 1805 by Young and de Laplace.
Capillarity-induced pressure and liquid flow
The microfluidic devices that employ capillarity often use a local constriction or tapering of the channel to control liquid flow, and in these cases the capillary pressure can best be derived from the total change in system energy on filling. When the channel fills or empties, the solid/liquid interfacial area A sl and the liquid/gas interfacial area A lg change with the change of the liquid volume V l inside the channel. The capillary pressure can then be calculated as
with c lg (N m
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) the surface tension of the liquid and h the contact angle. Spontaneous imbibition occurs when the capillarity-induced pressure is negative, which is true if the term between the brackets is positive. For wetting liquids (h , 90u) in widening channels this occurs only when the first term between the brackets, representing the energy gain by wetting the channel walls, is larger than the second bracketed term, representing the energy loss due to the increase of the liquid/gas contact area. At constant cross section eqn (1) can be simplified. For example for a rectangular channel of width & height h, dA sl /dV l = 2/h and dA lg /dV l = 0 so that we obtain the Young-Laplace equation
Most applications of capillarity in LOC use wetting conditions, which cause spontaneous imbibition. Liquid movement in these systems is truly 'automatic' (self-moving) or autonomous, and after reference 3 we will here refer to them as autonomous capillary systems (ACS).
In a wetting channel of constant cross section and surface properties (constant P cap ), the meniscus proceeds with the square root of time due to the linear increase of flow resistance with filled channel length, and the time-dependent meniscus position is given by the LucasWashburn equation. 4 The flow speed does not need to decrease in time however if channel cross sections can be smartly tailored as in some of the cases (as cited below) it is demonstrated that the flow speed can be made constant in time.
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Flow control
Eqn (1) indicates that the capillary pressure can be tuned by changing the contact angle h or the device geometry (assuming constant c). Control can thereby be exerted at the advancing liquid front (upstream) or at the rear of { A reference to the Young-Laplace equation. FOCUS www.rsc.org/loc | Lab on a Chip a liquid plug (downstream). Fig. 1 shows an example of both control approaches in ACSs, with an example of upstream flow control in Fig. 1b . At the Y-junction shown, the flow will only proceed when both top channels are filled with liquid, and it can thus be regarded as a fluidic AND gate. 9 Liquid flow automatically proceeds in the upstream hydrophilic channels until the widening part is reached where the liquid stops as the capillary pressure becomes zero. At this meniscus position the two bracketed terms in eqn (1) cancel and so-called meniscus or contact-line pinning occurs (Fig. 1a) . 5, 6 The fluid flow can now only resume once liquid has arrived from the second neighbouring channel, leading to a merging of the menisci and again a negative capillary pressure. Fig. 1c shows an example of downstream flow control in an ACS, namely a downstream narrowed channel section. As soon as the liquid supply from the rear is exhausted, the rear meniscus stops at the point where the local capillary pressure is more negative than at the front meniscus. Liquid flow is now resumed only by renewed delivery of liquid from the rear. Flow control in hydrophobic channel networks is also possible (e.g., by local narrowing) and was first described by McNeely et al. and later by Ahn et al. 7, 8 A clear disadvantage of hydrophobic networks is, that an external pressure source, suction or actuation must be applied, necessitating additional equipment. Ref. 9 reviews several such actuation methods.
Capillary flow in test strips
Though 'test strip' might not sound very impressive, these devices form the backbone of POC diagnostics and actually allow quite complicated assays to be performed. In the past 20 years test strips, also called lateral flow assays, have indeed been widely employed for POC assays like pregnancy tests, HIV diagnosis and tests for drugs of abuse. 1 After introduction of a sample drop on the sample pad of such devices, capillary forces maintain the flow in a microporous matrix transporting and processing the sample. Processes such as filtration, chromatographic separation, dissolution of lines of dried chemicals, diffusion, reaction and accumulation of reaction products thereby occur on the way. 10, 11 Complex tests like sandwich immunoassays are also performed in this format. Flow rates and incubation times can be influenced by tailoring device geometry and local hydrophobicity. This automatic behaviour and easy programmability of capillarity-driven systems is a great advantage and is also used to great advantage in micromachined POC devices, as we will show below.
Capillary flow in LOC POC applications
The inclusion of microfluidic channels in test strips increases control of the fluidic properties. (Fig. 2) . 3 All liquid transport in the ACS of Juncker et al. is by capillarity-induced pressure. 3 Instead of relying on adsorber pads (like in test strips) to provide constant and long-lasting suction pressure, the device contains a capillary pump section providing a constant suction pressure. Since the main fluidic resistance resides in two narrow constrictions around the reaction chamber, a constant flow rate is generated in the latter. The device thus presents a fluidic analogue of an electrical current source. Directly at the service port a capillary retention valve (Fig. 1c) gives downstream flow control. Subsequent deliveries of fluid quantities to the service port allow complex assays like sandwich fluorescence immunoassays to be performed in this device. 13 In the latter case evaporation was employed as an additional driving force to maintain a low volume fluid flow rate for longer periods. The accurate patterning of arrays of different reagents (e.g., antibodies) in the reaction chamber of an ACS by microfluidics allows the screening of multiple analytes in parallel. 4 Though it presents less experimental details, a recent paper shows that Bayer and Boehringer Ingelheim are also active in this field. 6 A device similar to an ACS but of a more simple design was furthermore recently applied for a C-reactive protein immunoassay. 14 
Capillary flow in LOC systems other than for POC
Apart from POC systems, capillary forces are also increasingly used for liquid propulsion in other LOC systems. Several typical LOC functionalities like juxtaposition of parallel flow streams, mixing and sample injection have recently been implemented by the use of capillary forces alone. Kim et al. demonstrated a flow system with two parallel streams driven by capillary forces (Fig. 3) . 15 The device uses the upstream flow control element shown in Fig. 1b , with an additional local tuning of the hydrophilicity at the merging area. By tailoring the hydrodynamic resistance of the inlet channels, the relative width of the parallel streams could be changed. The inclusion of a pressure balancer between reservoirs prevented backflow (Fig. 3) . Chen et al. showed a microfluidic mixer driven by capillary pumping. Liquid is spontaneously imbibed between two glass plates, of which one has an asymmetric groove pattern, causing mixing. 16 There is elegance in the simple singlestep capillary electrophoresis system demonstrated by Ono and Fujii, which relies on capillary force for sample and polymer solution loading into a device for DNA separation.
17 Fig. 4 shows how the use of stop channels (upstream flow control) and air vents enables the introduction by capillary forces of both sample and polymer solution from sample introduction ports into the channel system without the formation of air bubbles. In a next step the electrical field is applied to create separation. A very simple electrical setup can thus be used with just two electrodes.
Other recent examples of the use of capillarity in LOC systems are the work of Stiles et al., who reports on a hydrodynamic focusing system that can be operated both by capillary force and vacuum, 18 Capillarity-driven flow between micromachined ridges on an open surface has been used to prepare sample for X-ray fluorescence. 21 The ridges assisted in an equal distribution of the sample. Capillary flow between two hydrophobic plates where one of the plates is patterned with a hydrophilic pattern was demonstrated by Bouaidat et al. and applied to patterning of cells and proteins. 22 An interesting property of this flow is that the flow path, by pinning on two sides is bordered by gas, reminiscent of the innovative work of Zhao et al..
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Capillarity-regulated microfluidics in hydrophobic networks was demonstrated by the group of Ahn, who employed devices of hydrophobic plastics (h . 90u in eqn (1)). 8 Liquid control on these devices is performed by local channel constrictions. Because propulsion is not automatic in hydrophobic channels, prepressurized air pockets were employed that were actuated by heat-induced membrane puncture. 24 
Capillarity for surface treatment or self assembly
A separate and exciting category of devices that uses capillarity is that of the dip-pen, and the microfluidic probe 4 or microfluidic fountain pen. 25 With such devices capillary forces pull liquid from a tip surface or a capillary lumen onto a surface via a capillary bridge, making them promising for surface treatment or, if the liquid can again be removed by a second capillary for example by an ACS, for surface analysis. 26 Capillary forces are furthermore increasingly used for manufacturing purposes or for (self) assembly, for example of colloidal 
